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ABSTRACT
The sports media company ESPN has long utilized traditional and social
media to enhance their brand and promote professional athletes, specifically men,
and their accomplishments on various media platforms. Notably, in 2010 ESPN
launched a global multiplatform brand called espnW as a way to connect women
with sports, while also informing and inspiring women athletes and fans.
Although women athletes have made great advancements in sport, such as gaining
this kind of media representation, this should not be seen as a victory lap.
This paper applies Barthes’ (1957) concept of ‘myth’ to help us understand
the ideological underpinnings of representations of young women athletes and
demonstrate how these ideologies contribute to the production of ‘popular
feminism’ and ‘popular misogyny’ (Banet-Weiser, 2018) in a branded, social
media space. Critically analyzing ESPN and espnW, I identify popular feminism
and its reaction of popular misogyny to show that ESPN, as a brand, merely
popularizes the topic instead of challenging the deep-rooted ideological structures
of sport. Through an examination of recent ESPN and espnW Instagram content, I
consider how ESPN’s popular feminism uncovers the reaction of popular
misogyny where women being part of the conversation is perceived as a threat to a
once purely masculine environment. A variety of themes are found in various
ESPN and espnW’s Instagram posts and comments to support these points. In the
end, this paper identifies that there still exist many problems and barriers that
restrict women from making progress in sports.
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INTRODUCTION

Sport is one of the most popular leisure activities for many individuals throughout
our society. Kidd (1996) characterizes sport as “any form of competitive physical
activity, without regard to place, period, rules or meaning” (p. 12). However, today we
must examine ‘sports’ – as a plurality – which Kidd suggests “can be understood best as
distinct creations of modernity, fashioned and continually refashioned in the
revolutionizing conditions of industrial capitalist societies” (p. 12). The objective of this
project is to examine sport, focusing on ongoing problems related to the representation of
women athletes in contemporary media, something which affects young girls’
participation in sports. Sport has been transformed into an activity for all, as we have
seen an increase in participation levels and popularity, especially among women. After
the passing of Title IX in 1972, American legislation passed to prohibit discrimination on
the basis of sex in educational programs or activities (Learn, 2014, p. 44), we began to
see a revolution in regard to women’s participation in sports. There are more women as
athletes participating in sports than ever before. Title IX was a necessary turning point in
the sports industry, as it now legally allows women to participate in sport, without facing
discrimination.
However, what does this mean for women athletes today? In the American
context, did Title IX eliminate discrimination? With the increase in participation levels
and representation of women athletes today, one might assume that we have overcome
the obstacles to inclusivity for women athletes and believe that sport is more accepting
than controversial. However, this is not the case. Women as athletes are still devalued in
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comparison to men when it comes to sports, as they are still experiencing inequalities in a
number of categories. Although the sport environment for women has undoubtedly
gained recognition, as they are breaking barriers progressively in areas such as pay
allocation, recognition in the media, broadcasting of games, access to sports, and
participation rates, the boundaries of inequality still exist. Arguably, Title IX has allowed
greater participation, but has not changed the ideologies presented in, and around, sports.
Simply allowing women to participate is not enough to change the paradox behind sports
as a whole, as these athletes continue to face barriers when in the sporting environment.
This Major Research Paper will critically examine the ideological underpinnings
of the sporting environment, and how these ideologies are perpetuated throughout
society, particularly in the media representation of women as athletes. I analyze how
these ideologies are reproduced throughout sports media as an illustrative example of
what Banet-Weiser (2018) refers to as ‘popular feminism,’ which limits progress and
uncovers the reaction of ‘popular misogyny.’ This implies that although popular
misogyny is present, popular feminism brings this reaction to the surface. Although this
paper is a critique on popular misogyny and patriarchy, I am looking at women and sports
through the lens of corporate for profit media and therefore patriarchy under capitalism.
Capitalism and patriarchy are united by looking at how popular misogyny circulates in an
economy of visibility. This is particularly true in a social media environment, a site
where we can see both progress but also the limits of popular feminism. It is important to
note that, although women athletes are breaking barriers in regard to recognition and
representation, additional research is needed to identify the ideological barriers in sports
media and culture. Tackling these ideological barriers is important specifically for young
2

girls, as it shows them it is acceptable and beneficial to actively participate in sports. It
shows they can participate in sports at various levels and is a way to inspire women and
young girls to get involved and continue with sports throughout their lives. I want my
research to empower young girls in the realm of sports, as I feel this is extremely
important for young girls to feel safe in an environment in which they love being
involved.
This topic is of interest to me, because I have participated in various sports since a
young age and have been involved in the women’s basketball programs at the university
level. Sport has always been a part of my life and is something I have enjoyed. With my
involvement in basketball and being an athlete, I have experienced the issues women in
sport face on a personal level and following sports on social media and television has
made these inequalities visible to me. This made me think, why do these inequalities still
exist, even though women sports are on the rise, in regard to popularity and recognition?
I focus on one sport media brand, ESPN (Entertainment and Sports Programming
Network), an American sports media institution owned by The Walt Disney Company,
with Hearst Communications “as an equity stakeholder” (“ESPN Inc.,” n.d.), that
broadcasts and covers a variety of sports and sports highlights. ESPN was founded
approximately 40 years ago and has been one of the most popular sports broadcasting
media organization throughout its history, now controlling a variety of assets, including
broadcasting networks, cable channels, radio networks, websites, and social media
platforms. For the purpose of my study, I will analyze their social media assets,
specifically their Instagram account. As a “worldwide leader in sports” (“ESPN,” n.d.),
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the brand covers a variety of professional sports; however, for much of ESPN’s history
women athletes or women sports have been neglected.
Notably, in 2010 this changed as ESPN launched a global multiplatform brand
called espnW, as a way to connect women with sports, while also informing and inspiring
women athletes and fans. espnW is a secondary brand to ESPN and is marketed to
women, as their mission is “to inform and inspire female athletes and fans” (“ESPN
Inc.,” n.d.). With espnW, women are able to view sports from a unique point of view,
one that previously never existed, and through a variety of sports and leaders. In regard
to ESPN and espnW Instagram account posts, I analyze the comments on these posts and
observe if this corporate and branded environment offers progressive social change, or
reinforces these already existing ideological underpinnings and myths held against
women in sports.
My two-part research question is as follows:
How does the concept of myth help us to understand the ideological underpinnings of
representations of young women athletes? How can these ideologies contribute to the
production of popular feminism and popular misogyny in a branded, social media space?

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The following literature review, categorized into four themes, provides a
framework for my arguments. I will begin by reviewing Barthes’ concept of myth
4

through the example of “doing something like a girl” and defining the central concept of
ideology through the work of Eagleton. I will then turn to four aspects of gender and
sports that help to better unpack the significance of espnW. The first theme is ‘the
paradox of women as athletes,’ which examines the emergence of traditional dualisms
that construct women athletes as being ‘others,’ and how the reproduction of social
structures continues to shape the paradox today. The second theme is ‘sport as a male
domain,’ where I will review terms such as hegemonic masculinity and how the
construction of sport is both one that is biologically driven, as well as culturally shaped.
Third is the popular feminism philosophy of ‘add women and stir,’ under which I will
analyze the economy of visibility women and sports are gaining in the media through the
concept of popular feminism, and show why it perpetuates the paradox instead of
redefining or reshaping existing deep-rooted power imbalances in society. The fourth
theme is ‘the funhouse mirror’ where we will see how popular feminism uncovers and
brings to the surface the reaction of popular misogyny.

The Myth of “Like a Girl”
The expression, ‘what does it mean to do something like a girl’ holds negative
connotations throughout society. However, when did doing something ‘like a girl’
become an insult? This is a phrase that has circulated throughout culture and has been
naturalized as a way to think about the binary between men and women. I treat women
as a singular category because the myths of sport such as ‘like a girl’ treat women as a
singular subject. Additionally, sports media central to my analysis, including ESPN and
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espnW, also reduce gender to a binary. Although beyond the scope of my analysis, the
experiences of being a woman, including a woman in sport, will vary depending on other
intersectional dynamics including race, class, and sexuality.
According to Bertozzi (2008), “despite the media presence of many strong and
athletically talented women, ‘you play/throw/kick like a girl’ remains a potent insult” (p.
478). The stereotype of being ‘like a girl’ represents a cultural norm where male traits
are valued more highly, thereby devaluing women and their traits (Bertozzi, 2008, p.
478). A primary example Bertozzi notes involves the gendered and homophobic slurs
such as ‘sissy,’ ‘pussy’ and ‘fag’ men use as normal putdowns to other individuals, as
well “differentiating themselves from females in order to prove their masculinity” (p.
478). These beliefs have been embedded into culture and continues to be reinforced to
represent a masculine gendered persona. This objective can be related to sport and the
early existence of women’s participation in sports. Articulated as an insult, ‘doing
something like a girl’ is a statement that degrades women. According to this phrase, it is
understood that doing something ‘like a girl’ is considered to be weak, not doing it well,
and not being able to do it as good as how a man would. The statement, ‘you run like a
girl’ holds the idea that an individual is not good at running, thus comparing them to a
woman’s ability to run, as she is considered to be ineffective. This simple phrase speaks
volumes, especially to young girls beginning to participate in sports. It affects girls’ selfesteem and confidence, and frames sport into a masculine domain. It holds a negative
connotation that girls’ athletic ability is lower compared to men and if they are talented,
they are viewed as being unnatural.
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The cultural understanding to explain where this negative connotation of ‘being
like a girl,’ can be explained through the concept of myth. This is an example of what
Barthes (1957) identifies as myth in his collection of essays Mythologies. Barthes defines
myth as being a “system of communication, that is a message” (p. 261). Eagleton’s
(1991) work complements Barthes concept of myth through his multiple definitions of
ideology. With the use of both authors, we are able to observe how ideologies are
perpetuated throughout society to create myths. These two terms are related, but when
referring to them throughout the duration of my paper, I mean them in slightly different
ways. Here, ideology can be understood as the higher-level idea of patriarchy; for
example, the ideology of sports not being a women’s domain. Eagleton states, “ideology
is the production of ideas, beliefs and values in social life” (p. 28). Eagleton also points
out that ideology deals with the shared ideas of a specific group, but also the oppositional
views a group project. Myth, by contrast, refers to the everyday comments, day-to-day
talk and stories that we tell each other that circulate throughout society. Myth is the way
an average person including an average social media commenter articulates these
ideological ideas. Although it comes across casual and as common sense, myth is not
something that is produced naturally in society, but rather has a historical foundation to it
Moreover, myth is not defined by the object of its message, but by the way the message is
conveyed to others which holds truth (Barthes, 1957, p. 261). Myths are then skewed
depending on how the message is conveyed and social power structures like the media
can push specific beliefs and ideas towards viewers. For Barthes, myth does not
determine something that is false, but rather is “culture’s way of thinking about
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something, a way of conceptualizing or understanding it. It is a story by which a culture
explains or understands some aspect of reality” (Fiske, 1990, p. 88).
Through representation, these myths are constantly being reconstructed, and then
reproduced, as they develop into universal understandings. The more myths are
embedded into our societal fabric, the more they become accepted, normalized and
naturalized because “myth makes itself look neutral and innocent” (Barthes, 1957, p.
261). This relates to the concept of ideology, as myth is considered to be an ideological
layer to signification. Aiello (2006) envisions myth as Barthes does and “relates it to
ideological concepts that are evoked by a certain sign” (p. 95). Recognizing the
ideological power of sport is important to make connections based on how the ideological
underpinnings help us represent women athletes, by looking through the lens of myth.
Through these ideological underpinnings, myth in regard to women and sport are
constantly being produced by numerous actors, as a dominant version of social reality.

The Paradox of Women as Athletes
Clasen (2001) argues the paradox of women as athletes “is grounded in traditional
dualisms of Western culture, which creates a problem for both the athletes and the media
discussing them” (p. 36). Although the paradox in sport regarding women has given
them an opportunity to let women athletes in, the label women athlete still contains myths
today. Cirksena and Cuklanz (1992) explain dualisms in Western thought as a nature of a
set of oppositional dualisms, and includes a hierarchical relationship “between the terms,
valuing one and devaluing the other” (p. 20). They give the example of hierarchical
8

dualisms of black and white individuals; for my purposes, I will be looking at it through
the concepts of femininity and masculinity. Like the dualisms of black and white,
femininity and masculinity hold their own ideological underpinnings, and this can be
expressed through representations of women athletes. Through traditional dualisms of
Western culture, social life constructs these beliefs and “lights up the field of culture
from a particular angle” (p. 29). Femininity throughout Western epistemology has been
associated with devalued characteristics and this is present through the environment of
sport.
Wood (2010) states “our society defines femininity in contrast to masculinity and
masculinity as a counterpoint to femininity. As meanings of one gender change, so do
the meanings of the other” (p. 27). With Cirksena and Cuklanz (1992) characterizing
dualisms as oppositional and hierarchical, it is evident that through sport, these ideologies
are further developed. These dualisms pose problems, as it shows that men and
masculine traits in Western culture are deemed as being better than femininity traits, and
it produces “unrealistic expectations that females will always be feminine while males
will always be masculine” (Clasen, 2001, p. 37). The idea Clasen and Wood both convey
is that femininity and masculinity are two separate gender identities that cannot be
associated together or presented in multiple poles at one time.
When looking at the idea of sport, femininity is not considered to be associated
with it, thus not able to exist within this pole. This can be explained through women
athletes’ representation in the sport environment, as “femininity and athleticism are not
logically consistent in traditional Western dualism” (Clasen, 2001, p.37). The binary
ideas of viewing masculinity and femininity in society are similar through the realm of
9

sport. From this standpoint, it can lead to the paradox of women as athletes, as the
statement ‘be an athlete’ is traditionally not associated with ‘be a woman’ (Clasen, 2001,
p. 37) in Western culture. Festle (1996) concludes that “the compensations further
distanced females from ‘normal,’ (that is male) athletes. Thus, not only did women
athletes remain ‘other’ as women, but they remained ‘other’ as athletes” (p. 289). This
myth holds that sport participation is natural for men, while unnatural for women, thus a
role conflict for these athletes has always existed. Giving women athletes opportunities
to participate in sport does not challenge the dualistic views of human nature. Though
the dualistic views do not always produce a paradox, when we view femininity not
associated with athleticism, the paradox becomes present.
Barthes’ (1957) definition and understanding of myth echoes this critique,
pointing out that myth, “presuppose a signifying consciousness” (p. 262). Here, this
signifying consciousness reproduces the paradox of women as athletes throughout media.
Roth and Basow (2004) argue “doing masculinity builds strength, whereas doing
femininity builds weakness” (p. 247). This is commonly accepted in our society
presented through traditional dualisms and has become naturalized ideals that have
continually been reproduced to men and women. This signifying consciousness frames
women as athletes “by their status both as athletes and as women” (Clasen, 2001, p. 37).
For men, however, these dualisms do not define them, as they are already accepted and
can be framed together.
The paradox of women as athletes can also be approached through Bourdieu’s
(1993) explanation that the reproduction of social structures are learned in childhood and
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continue as one develops into an adult. For Bourdieu, this behaviour is described as
habitus. Bourdieu outlines:
The habitus is sometimes described as a ‘feel for the game,’ a ‘practical sense’
that inclines agents to act and react in specific situations in a manner that is not
always calculated and that is not simply a question of conscious obedience to the
rules. Rather it is a set of dispositions which generates practice and perceptions.
The habitus is the result of a long process of inculcation, beginning in early
childhood, which becomes a ‘second sense’ or second nature. (p. 5)
Bourdieu’s definition of the habitus can be represented as a set of dispositions that is
durable, transposable and can be considered structured structures (p. 5). The habitus is
difficult to change, demonstrating how deeply entrenched notions of femininity are.
Through the discourses of femininity and masculinity, men and women are structured
through them in a way that teach them different experiences in profoundly different ways.
The paradox of women as athletes has then been structured through these discourses, as
men and women are taught how to behave from their early existence. This is why ‘doing
something like a girl’ holds negative connotations, as young individuals are taught this
myth, as it is constantly being reproduced through society. Placing the paradox of
women as athletes through the lens of the habitus shows how myth is constantly being
reproduced through our society, as individuals are taught specific roles throughout their
lives.
The paradox of women athletes poses a threat that will change the identity of the
environment. Again, Bourdieu’s notion of the habitus is present as it embodies specific
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beliefs and values that influence how individuals view and act in cultural practices.
Bourdieu’s notion of habitus is described by Gatens (1996) as:
our embodied history, internalized as a second nature and so forgotten as history.
[It is] the active presence of the whole past of which it is the product…The
habitus is a spontaneity without consequence or will…Habitus is also the means
through which agents partake of the history objectified in institutions, it is what
makes it possible to inhabit institutions, to appropriate them practically, and so to
keep them in activity. (p. xi)
Similarly, these specific beliefs and values present in the habitus are what Gatens
explains as being “embodied habits, the origins of which have been long forgotten, and
have now become second nature” (p. xi). With sport traditionally being categorized as
masculine, adding and accepting women into this category poses a threat to the traditional
practices and perceptions sport once held.
By building this paradox of women as athletes up as a myth, individuals can
create a universal consciousness, as it is constantly being reproduced in society,
specifically through media. Bruce (2012) claims “the media plays an important role in
setting the boundaries within which people can make sense of their culture; telling them
what to think about rather than exactly what to think” (p. 126). Women in sport are a
paradox when it comes to changing the myths presented above. Although the opportunity
in sport is there for women athletes, they are not always welcomed into the sporting
environment with open arms. Women athletes are breaking barriers in sport; however,
the cultural underpinnings of sport still exist, as these ideologies continue to discriminate
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in regard to femininity that define appropriateness. The paradox of women as athletes
skews and distorts the image of a women athlete through the media and this is presented
on the espnW Instagram account as it shows that women athletes are categorized as being
different and separate in regard to sport. Although it seems like espnW empowers
women athletes through their Instagram, this research demonstrates how the brand ESPN
simply puts up a front and uses espnW as an exercise in branding instead of using the
platform to change the cultural constructions of sport as being unnatural to women.
According to Bourdieu (1993), “unequal power relations, unrecognized as such
and are accepted as legitimate, are embedded in the systems of classification used to
describe and discuss everyday life and its cultural practices that create a way of
perceiving reality” (p. 2). This shows the paradox of women as athletes through the
habitus, as the sport industry now gives women an opportunity to participate in sport, but
still discriminates against them. For example, Cooky, Messner, and Musto (2015) found
a “stark contrast between the exciting, amplified delivery of stories about men’s sports
and the often dull, matter-of-fact delivery of women’s sports stories (p. 261). This then
persuades individuals to be more interested in men’s sports rather than women’s sports
and is evident through the two Instagram accounts as the “traditional” masculinized
ESPN has to a great extent more followers than espnW. It also transforms the message
and creates a believable framework about a specific topic. With these dualisms and
traditional thinking throughout Western society, individuals reporting and posting about
women as athletes structure these ideologies around them, and frame them as being the
‘other,’ as this has been the narrative since the emergence of women’s participation in
sports. This creates a task for women athletes “to convince people that women could
13

somehow participate in sports and still hold their feminine identity” (Festle, 1996, p. 45).
In order to do this, Felshin (1974) calls this apologetic behaviour. This behaviour is
intended “to reinforce the socially acceptable aspects of sports while minimalizing the
perceived violation of social norms” (p. 45). Although women today are participating in
sport and breaking the barrier in regard to representation, they still appear to be in an
apologetic reality. This behaviour asserts that women and sport can only exist in “uneasy
conceptual juxtaposition. Because women cannot be excluded from sport and have
chosen not to reject sport, apologies develop to account for their sport involvement in the
face of its social unacceptability” (p. 36). This then limits the progress women athletes
are able to make in this environment and we continue to see this paradox circulate today.

Sport as a Male Domain
Sport and athletics have been constructed as a male domain since its early
existence. In the Western world men have dominated the sport industry and it has always
been categorized as being masculine. Appleby and Foster (2013) acknowledge, “sports
historically have been associated with masculinity” (p. 14). These traditional conceptions
of sport have always been related to the definition of masculinity in Western culture.
Increases in women athletes participating in sports does not change the nature of its
environment, as sport is associated with masculinity. Again, this places women in a
paradox, as they are considered to be feminine, where sport is considered to be
masculine. Cooky, Messner, and Hextrum (2013), rationalize that “sport is one of the
most significant social institutions where hegemonic masculinity is reproduced and
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reaffirmed” (p. 207), and thus adds to the existing paradox. Connell and Messerchmidt
(2005) define hegemonic masculinity as “a pattern of practice (i.e., things done, not just a
set of role expectations or an identity) that allowed men’s dominance over women to
continue” (p. 832). Connell and Messerschmidt, however, point out that the construction
of this ideology does not mean that men are particularly nasty to women. What it does
instead is institutionalizes men’s dominance over women. Looking through the lens of
hegemonic masculinity in relation to sport clearly embraces participation for men, while
women are thought to be disadvantages due to this dominant ideology of sport being
characterized as a male domain.
Many authors distinguish the masculine domain of sport strictly as something that
is biologically rooted. Sport plays a role in producing patriarchal ideologies specifically
when examining these ideologies biologically, as “all human beings are assumed to fit,
by nature, into unambiguous and oppositional bipolar categories of female and male”
(Kane, 1995, p. 191). However, a cultural understanding of sport plays an important role
in this as well. Although some biological differences are apparent, we must also focus
our attention away from physical performance and to the cultural construction of sports.
Sport is considered to be a culturally produced practice as well.
Kessler and McKenna (1985) define a role as, “a set of prescriptions and
prescriptions for behaviour- expectations about what behaviours are appropriate for a
person holding a particular position within a particular social context” (p. 11). A gender
role is a set of behaviours that are appropriate for a specific gender. For women, sport is
considered not a role in which they should participate, as it does not fit their gender role
identity. This hinders their femininity as being unfeminine, because these athletes are
15

considered to be practicing male behaviours. Unlike that habitus, according to Kessler
and McKenna’s definitions of role, roles are ascribed to individuals. This shows why
hegemonic masculinity is presented in society and can be explained through sport. Sport
is powerful in communicating and naturalizing masculine roles, as they are designed to
“reaffirm that men are active, aggressive, competitive, strong, challenging, forceful,
courageous, and through sport men find their masculine identities” (Clasen, 2001, p. 37).
By reaffirming sport through the male domain, women are seen as unnatural and should
not participate in, as it is considered to be masculine.
Although women have gained equality in the sport environment through
opportunity, the idea of sport holding masculine domains still exist. According to Bruce
(2012), “mediasport provides resources for understanding who we are and who they are.
It symbolically marks bodies and behaviours as normal and abnormal (p. 126). Here,
“we” presents the traditional definition of sport as being categorized as a masculine
domain where men perceive the brand for them, where “they” is considered to be outcasts
and different from the norm, in this case women present on espnW. This idea is
displayed throughout my case study of ESPN and espnW Instagram accounts, because
one is portrayed as being the real masculinized ESPN, while the other is a lesser platform
affiliated with ESPN specifically targeted towards women fans and athletes. By
separating these platforms, it holds the ideology of sport being a masculine domain, as
women are portrayed as being secondary to men as athletes and are rarely represented on
the real ESPN Instagram. It conveys ESPN is a brand for men, while espnW represents
women as athletes and fans, and the two cannot be categorized together because sport is
defined as being masculine. It shows that the only way they can be represented through
16

the brand is through their own Instagram account, espnW. With espnW’s main audience
being women, they are considered to be seen as an untapped demographic in the sporting
environment (Wolter, 2014, p. 77).
ESPN then excludes women’s sports through espnW. Instead of covering
women athletes on the real ESPN Instagram account they created a spin-off brand which
“transfers coverage of female sports to a lesser site affiliated with ESPN” (Wolter, 2014,
p. 87). espnW, as a brand, gives women as athletes and fans a place to be recognized;
however, Messner (2012) makes the case that
the growth of coverage of women’s sports within new media, in particular, might
be seen as a containment or ghettoization of women’s sports. For instance, ESPN
has recently introduced espnW, a fledging online site for the coverage of
women’s sports. While this may be a welcome development for fans who are
hungry for more coverage of women’s sports, it may also help to take mainstream
media carriers off the hook in making any pretense of increased (much less fair or
equal) coverage of women’s sports. (p. 119)
espnW popularizes the idea of women and sports; however, it uncovers the reaction of
popular misogyny to form because sport and ESPN is traditionally known for men.
Cooky et al. (2013) argue, “despite the tremendous increased participation of girls
and women in sport at the high school, collegiate, and professional levels, conveys the
message to audiences that sport continues to be by, for, and about men” (p. 205). Media
builds and creates audiences for men’s sports “while silencing and marginalizing
women’s sports” (Cooky et al., 2013, p. 205). Hall (1988) acknowledges that “women
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have had to create their own culture and communities” (p. 338). Fraser (1990) calls this a
subaltern counterpublic and states they are, “discursive arenas where members of
subordinated social groups invent and circulate counterdiscourses, which in turn permit
them to formulate oppositional interpretations of their identities, interests, and needs” (p.
67). espnW could be considered to be a subaltern counterpublic, created to represent
women as athletes and fans because they were marginalized and not fully accepted in the
sporting environment’s public sphere. With ESPN creating a global multiplatform brand
espnW, it has now allowed women to gather information and have a safe environment to
experience sport. However, rather than being the kind of organic subaltern counterpublic
discussed by Fraser, espnW is corporate platform, more in line with what Arvidsson
(2006) calls a brand community, whose main goal is to acquire corporate profit. With
women as athletes being an “untapped demographic” in sports (Wolter, 2014, p. 77),
ESPN saw and uses espnW as a branding strategy to garner an audience that will
financially benefit the brand.

Add Women and Stir Mentality
Creedon (2014) notes that social media has made sports coverage an
interpersonal, intercultural, and international public domain, as well radically changed the
opportunity to increase coverage of women’s sports” (p. 711-715). However, we need to
do more than popularizing this topic. Through a case study, Creedon states that although
it is now easier to cover sports media, particularly women in sports, the values used to
create representation of women athletes remain unchanged. The study found that,
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although women athletes were being talked about on social media, it had nothing to do
with their athletic talent. What a majority of people would talk about is the controversy
related to showing media coverage of women’s sport.
Banet-Weiser (2018) calls this an economy of visibility, explaining “part of this
visibility means being accessible to a large, popular audience. As a set of practices and
expressions that circulate in an economy of visibility” (p. 10). The economy of visibility
relies on what is considered to be trending and is a feedback loop for clicks, likes, and
other metrics as digital currency. Sport is a category that falls under this visibility, as
“there has been a notable expansion of coverage of women’s sports in other media
outlets” (Messner, 2012, p. 118). However, making it visible in the economy of visibility
has only made this topic emerge instead of challenge the ideologies sport continues to
hold. This emergence is what Banet-Weiser labels popular feminism.
In a basic understanding, ‘popular feminism’ means feminism is becoming
popular, as the expression of feminism is presented actively throughout society. Popular
feminism can take many different forms, but the share the common characteristic of
circulating through popular culture and being accessible, even ‘mainstream.’ Popular
feminism, then is ‘safe’ for a variety of corporate brands utilize. ESPN, for instance, is
known for neglecting women’s sports coverage in the past; however, over the past decade
“the sports outlet has dramatically increased the quantity and quality of play-by-play
coverage of certain women’s sports” (Messner, 2012, p. 119). This is on their Instagram
account, although still limited in comparison to men’s sport content, where we are now
seeing women’s sports being posted. Also, with the launch of espnW, this platform is
used exclusively for recognizing women as athletes and is a way to promote and
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empower young girls and women. espnW has given women a community where they can
talk, post, and see visible icons of athletes. The creation of espnW, a platform used for
recognizing women as athletes and a way to promote and empower women, can be
classified as setting the sports agenda for women.
On the one hand, this is presented as challenging hierarchical oppositions, but also
can be seen as a way for power relations to battle it out. With the increase growth of
representation and visibility of women’s sports through the media, it can also be
portrayed as a form of containment in the sports environment. This can be seen through
espnW, as it serves the purpose to cover women’s sports. While this may seem beneficial
in helping women and sport be recognized and accepted in the environment, “it may also
help to take mainstream media carriers off the hook in making any pretence of increased
coverage of women’s sports” (Messner, 2012, p. 119). In this case, “the women’s sports
information multiplatform espnW allows the much better funded and far more visible
father station to remain, implicitly, ESPN” (Messner, 2012, p. 120). It allows for this
myth to unify and seem like they were adding women into the formula; however, it is still
seen as being a separate entity. espnW then represents a kind of ‘ethical’ spin-off brand
to ESPN. Although espnW is seen as a “platform for action” (Arvidsson, 2006, p. 74) for
women as athletes and fans, we are able to see the irony of the funhouse mirror of
popular feminism. As a brand, ESPN feminism needs to be ‘popular,’ marketplacefriendly, and hence neoliberal. Rottenberg argues, “neoliberal feminism is one in which
the values and assumptions of neoliberalism – ever-expanding markets,
entrepreneurialism, a focus on the individual – are embraced, not challenged, by
feminism” (quoted in Banet-Weiser, 2018, p. 11-12). She adds:
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unlike classic liberal feminism whose raison d’etre was to pose an immanent
critique of liberalism, revealing the gendered exclusions within liberal
democracy’s proclamation of universal equality, particularly with respect to the
law, institutional access, and the full incorporation of women into the public
sphere, this new feminism seems perfectly in sync with the evolving neoliberal
order. Neoliberal feminism, in other words, offers no critique – immanent or
otherwise – of neoliberalism. (quoted in Banet-Weiser, 2018, p. 12)
However, Banet-Weiser (2018) elaborates, noting,
in this way, popular feminism and its exhortations to simply have more women in
various cultural, political, economic realms is similar to liberal efforts to include
people of colour within a widened field of whiteness, one that continues to shape
representation, work, and politics without interrogating the racism that forms the
boundaries of whiteness. (p. 12)
Visibility is an important step in gaining recognition for this topic; however, in
Hong’s words, the problem with this is “visibility is not inclusion but surveillance”
(quoted in Banet-Weiser, 2018, p. 26). What this means is when these boundaries of
visibility are economized, “inclusion is about widening an already established set of
norms. Thus, those who do not fit the norms because of difference become particularly
vulnerable subjects” (p. 26). With sport holding myths such as the paradox of women
athletes and is considered to be a masculine domain, women are vulnerable in this
category, as they are not recognized as being the norm. The term popular feminism is
similar to examining feminism in ‘lite,’ as it circulates ideas in culture that make it seem
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like there is progress, when in reality it is quite superficial. It is about a superficial
appearance of progress without any real dent being made in the deep-rooted power
imbalances. This mentality is similar to what Bruce and Walker (2000) call the approach
of ‘add women and stir.’ This philosophy is central to Banet-Weiser’s (2018) concept of
popular feminism and can be related to women athletes’ representation in the media.
Bruce and Walker envision that up to this point, women have simply been ‘added and
stirred’ into the environment, “fostering an illusion that equity has been reached” (p. 91).
This illusion is similarly present, as Banet-Weiser notes that “the inclusion of women
becomes the solution for all gender problems” (p. 12).
With brands being powerful throughout our culture, they are careful on how they
promote and craft their image. Considering ESPN’s history of discrimination toward
women (Wolter, 2014, p. 80), portraying them as part of their brand today makes for a
great branding exercise that shows they are accepting of women athletes and are now
about empowering athletes. Arvidsson (2006) calls this strategy brand management
which is essentially about “putting public communication to work in ways that either add
to or reproduce the particular qualities that the brand embodies” (p. 67). It is important
for brand management to “reproduce a distinctive brand image, and that strengthens the
brand equity” (p. 74). For ESPN, they want their brand image to seem like they are
inclusive to women by providing them with their own platform to view and be a part of
the sports conversation. Instead, espnW is an exercise of ESPN’s brand management.
This can also be explained through what Banet-Weiser (2012) terms commodity
activism. Commodity activism, “reshapes and reimagines forms and practices of social
and political activism into marketable commodities that takes specific form within brand
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culture” (Banet-Weiser, 2012, p. 16). The central goal of commodity activism hinges on
empowerment and Banet-Weiser stresses that this is “animated by and experienced
through brand platforms” (p. 18). The goal of empowerment is present through espnW as
Laura Gentile, vice president of espnW, claims that “espnW will bring girls and women
together and will help girls transition into confident women” (quoted in Wolter, 2014, p.
76). In this case, ESPN uses Instagram as a platform to express their brand identity as
one that accepts and empowers women by giving them their own separate platform on
which to be recognized. Women as athletes are then popularized through the espnW
Instagram account, instead of using the platform to make advancements in this topic.
Here, we see the emptiness of corporate-friendly popular feminism, as ESPN as a brand,
seems like they are circulating ideas in culture that make it seem like they are inclusive
and making progress towards women as athletes, but in reality, it is a superficial
appearance. As a brand, ESPN’s main concern is to secure an audience that benefits the
brand and its corporate partners in the end. Wolter (2014) calls this branding, because
“branding is the connection between espnW rhetoric about empowering female athletes
and what corporate law dictates espnW must do (earn profit)” (p. 87). As a brand, ESPN
want their followers to feel good about what they put on their espnW Instagram account,
so an authentic relationship is formed, and in the end financially benefits their brand and
corporate partners by gaining a new audience.
Although ESPN is not selling specific products in this case, through their
Instagram accounts, they are creating a niche audience who will financially support
ESPN, Inc. and its corporate partners. By including women as athletes into their brand
management, Banet-Weiser (2012) explains that in these niche markets, authenticity is
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gained with consumers due to “increasingly elaborate relationships between producers
and consumers through the principle of engagement” (p. 38). In this case, espnW utilizes
their audience on a separate platform, in order to build a more authentic relationship with
their consumers. Banet-Weiser (2018) writes “the focus on inclusion by popular
feminism makes it specifically corporate friendly; it has benefited from decades of
neoliberal commodity activism, in which companies have taken up women’s issues,
especially those that have to do with individual consumption habits, as a key selling point
for products” (p. 12-13).
This suggests that ESPN sees an untapped demographic in women. Although it is
the right thing to do, ESPN’s main priority sees women as an underserved demographic
and taps into them because it makes good business sense. Value is then created for ESPN
by its consumers, through what Arvidsson (2006) calls “ethical surplus” value.
Arvidsson argues, “ethical surplus consists in a social relation, a shared meaning, or a
sense of belonging that was not there before” (p. 10). By implementing espnW, it creates
an aura around the ESPN brand. Arvidsson states,
brand management contains a variety of techniques that all aim at controlling,
pre-structuring and monitoring what people do with brands, so that what these
practices do adds to its value. It is about ensuring that the means of consumption
effectively become means of production; that the ethical surplus that consumers
produce also becomes a source of surplus value. (p. 82)
Here, media only perpetuates the paradox instead of “significantly redefining or
reshaping it” (Clasen, 2001, p. 38). Through ESPN and espnW, we are now seeing
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women and sports actively being represented throughout these platforms; however, this
does not redefine, reshape, or challenge the dominant sporting environment. It rather
places women in the sporting environment and ‘stirs,’ rather than changing the dominant
dualisms in sport that allow women to be visible within it. Popular feminism engages in
a constant feedback loop that perpetuates the idea “where it is more popular when it is
more visible, which then authorizes it to create ever-increasing visibility” (Banet-Weiser,
2018, p. 11). By simply making women in sport visible, it does not transform the
paradox of women as athletes and masculine domain sports hold. Visibility does not
challenge the deep structures of inequality present through sport and this is why
companies like ESPN, think they are doing enough to recognize women as athletes
through espnW, but in reality, they are not changing the deep-rooted structures of sport.
Thus, the metaphor of ‘adding women and stir’ fits within a corporate-friendly popular
feminism.
Although , it is important to have a public space that recognizes women as
athletes and gives women a voice to share their stories, Banet-Weiser (2018) similarly
recognizes “merely including women does not address the framework of (historically
contingent) dominant patterns of sexuality and the ideology that supports them” (p. 12).
Through my analysis and case study of ESPN’s Instagram accounts we can see how
ESPN uses espnW to show that as a brand, they are inclusive to women; however, espnW
is only making women athletes ‘popular’ and uses this platform as an exercise in
branding to benefit their brand and corporate partners, instead of actually using it to
advance positive portrayals of women athletes.
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“Funhouse Mirror”
With the idea that ESPN is a platform for men and espnW is a separate platform
for women, we are able to see the irony of the funhouse mirror that uncovers the reaction
of popular misogyny. As Banet-Weiser (2012) argues, “when a brand, genre, or a
product circulates in culture, its meaning is ambivalent. In other words, the fact that a
brand circulates in culture is not a guarantee of its meaning; rather, the circulating brand
is constantly under the threat of breakdown and destabilization” (Banet-Weiser, 2012, p.
218). With the easy access to post and comment, including anonymously, the funhouse
mirror contributes to breakdown and destabilization of ESPN’s branding goals. This is
also present across women’s representation in sports; with the increase of coverage of
women as athletes today, it has not stopped the hegemonic and degrading comments
made towards women for participating in sports.
Popular misogyny is similar to popular feminism but is a hatred of women, where
women are presented as being objects, devalued, and dehumanized. Here, feminism is
framed as a set of risks that “threatens conventional definitions and performances of
masculinity…and threatens conventional performances of heteronormative femininity,
particularly in the ways that femininity functions to reassure men of their dominant
position” (Banet-Weiser, 2018, p. 3). Misogyny exists as a form of common sense, as
being “the way things are” (Banet-Weiser, 2018, p. 3). With common sense constantly
changing and only common for individuals who think and act in the same manner, myth
is present as it is described as being a superficial way of conceptualizing and thinking
about reality. Through popular misogyny, men challenge women standing up for
something with backlash, thus distorting their beliefs. According to Banet-Weiser
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(2018), men respond through misogyny as they “find feminism to be a threat and
stimulates fear, aggression, and violence (p. 2). This is visible through sport, as
ideologies such as the paradox of women as athletes and categorizing sport as a male
domain, place women as a threat when they are added into this environment. Popular
misogyny exists because the presence of women in sport, perceive them as a threat to a
once masculine domain. With the cultural construction of sport being masculine, it
prohibits women to be classified under the same sporting environment.
Although ESPN’s Instagram account posts more about men as athletes than
women athletes, the rare time they do post about a women athlete, the comments are
consistently disturbing and degrading. This is because men see ESPN Instagram
platform for “them,” so when a women is represented on “their” site, they feel threatened,
and through the comments on the post the reaction of popular misogyny is present.
Banet-Weiser (2012) stresses “brands become the setting around which individuals
weave their own stories, where individuals position themselves as the central character in
the narrative of the brand” (p. 4). For men, ESPN holds the narrative that it is a site for
men to consume and discuss sports, of which women should not be a part of. Women in
this case should only be present on their own platform, espnW. By framing sports in this
way, it is impossible for women to be taken seriously. Although espnW seems like it is a
platform to empower women in the sporting world and is an advancing step in the right
direction, it merely is an exercise in branding for ESPN, as the platform does nothing in
challenging the current conception of sport as masculine. For every positive post about
women on ESPN Instagram account, the negative comments counter any progress made.
espnW gives women an environment to present themselves in the realm of sport;
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however, it clouds the perception and message it conveys to women. It holds the
narrative that men and women are different and cannot be categorized together. espnW
ultimately provides women with a platform to be recognized on and popularizes them as
a demographic, but does little to help shift the myths of women as athletes sports hold, as
misogynistic comments are still presented.
The irony of the funhouse mirror holds that if women are fighting for something,
popular misogyny responds in a way that not just reflects but distorts popular feminist
themes (Banet-Weiser, 2018). The introduction of espnW is a development for women in
sports to engage in, inspire to participate in, and is seen as a form of empowerment;
however, with the misogynistic comments on these posts, it limits women from being
accepted into this environment. This shows popular misogyny through sports, as men are
always answering back to women in ways to show they hold power and reclaim what
they see is theirs. Through the funhouse mirror,
men’s rights organizations operate within an economy of visibility; these
organizations take the issues that popular feminism is centred around, such as
confidence and empowerment, and mirror them in a way that distorts and
transforms the target of confidence and empowerment so that is it men who
suffer, not women. (Banet-Weiser, 2018, p. 63)
This shows that when you combine popular feminism with the reaction or backlash of
popular misogyny, the progress is absolutely going to be linked, thus developing distorted
beliefs for young athletes’ participation in sports.
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In Summary
My research builds upon the works of others in regard to looking at specific
myths and ideologies surrounding women athletes. There exists several decades of
scholarship on this topic; however, what makes my research unique is looking at women
and sports through the lens of popular feminism and misogyny and showing the
connection between the two terms, in what Banet-Weiser (2018) terms the funhouse
mirror effect.
I will be using historical Western ideologies presented during the first half of my
literature review to show how these myths are reconstructed to shape women as athletes
today in a branded, social media context that is fertile for both popular feminism and
popular misogyny. This is a way to explain why women are gaining equal rights in
regard to participation and opportunity, but continue to be mislabeled and degraded in
this environment. The platforms of social media have transformed the landscape of
communication, including the sports communication/media landscape. With brands
being present and active on social media, Arvidsson (2006), notes brands have embedded
themselves so deeply into our everyday life that they “now have become something of an
omnipresent tool by means of which identity, social relations and shared experiences
could be constructed” (p. 3). This is present through the ESPN and espnW Instagram
accounts and offers a novel case study to apply to this literature because it exemplifies
how ESPN as a brand is a site where we can see the funhouse mirror of both popular
feminism and popular misogyny.
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ANALYSIS OF CASE STUDY
Although we have seen an increase of coverage of women athletes today, such as
through ESPN and espnW Instagram accounts, we are still able to see the traditional
myths sport holds. In fact, we are witnessing a resurgence of these myths through
popular misogyny as a funhouse mirror reaction to popular feminism. Women have
always been seen as ‘other’ in the sporting environment and these traditional ideologies
of sport presented throughout my literature review still hold true today.
I will be using ESPN and espnW as grounding evidence to enhance the points
made in my literature review. As a small-scale application, I have collected over 100
posts, including comments, from ESPN and espnW’s Instagram accounts. Collected
during 2019 and 2020, these Instagram posts all came from the brand’s official accounts
and highlight women athletes and women breaking barriers in the sporting environment.
With women as athletes primarily being visible through their own platform and
brand, it communicates Bruce’s (2012) idea that the brand ESPN categorizes two
separate audiences and can be further explained through forming a community.
Arvidsson’s (2006) concept of brand communities is present through ESPN. Arvidsson
believes that “new media like the internet have proven apt to stimulate managed
community interaction” and accordingly, “many companies have launched platforms
where customers are invited to interact not only with the company, but also among
themselves” (p. 81). Banet-Weiser (2012) calls this brand cultures where, “the way these
brands relationships have become cultural context for everyday living, individual
identity, and affective relationships (p. 4). Here, ESPN’s brand is communicating,
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socializing and creating shared meanings, which is what brand cultures do. Individuals
are able to see themselves through the brand’s Instagram platforms and this fosters an
authentic relationship and categorizes ESPN for men and espnW for women. This also
produces what Vann (2014) calls fan communities. Vann asserts that with social media,
brands are able to create “genuine fan communities” (p. 450) that can constantly be
maintained and grown. ESPN has created these fan communities; however, positions
these two communities as being separate and never categorized under a single
community.
This message communicates the idea that although ESPN is a brand that acquires
a variety of followers (both men and women), they should be viewed as separate entities
and this uncovers the reaction to popular misogyny because ESPN and espnW are never
categorized together. Wolter (2014) acknowledges that “espnW positions itself as a
community where women who feel alienated from ESPN can go” (p. 88) and experience
sport in a different realm; one that exemplifies women as athletes and fans. This
storytelling is related to how women as a demographic view sports and shows that ESPN
and espnW are viewed as being different. Bernstein (2002), similarly recognizes “how
members of society see themselves, how they are viewed and even treated by others, is
determined to a great extent by their representation” (p. 416). Through ESPN and
espnW, they are promoting the message that men and women athletes and fans are
separate and can never be viewed together.
Upon examination of the Instagram pictures and comments posted by ESPN, I
noticed two reoccurring themes. First, there are fewer photos of women athletes
presented on the ESPN account as a majority of photos that represent women athletes are
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filtered to the espnW Instagram account. Secondly, when ESPN does upload a photo of
women athletes on the real ESPN account and when espnW posts about women athletes
on their own account, misogynistic comments appear on both platforms, as commenters
are constantly putting women as athletes down. The second finding was quite shocking
as commentators were actively responding with misogynistic and degrading comments,
even when women were relegated to their “secondary” media platform. With
misogynistic comments appearing on espnW posts, it uncovers a deeper issue for women
and sport. Here, popular misogyny exists not only when women appear on the real
ESPN platform, but when they are associated with sports regardless of media context. If
men hate seeing women on ESPN, but also hate seeing women on espnW as well the very
existence of espnW, it then shapes women in a specific realm, one that recognizes them
as different, secondary, or not belonging, and continues to categorize sport as a male
domain. There are numerous photos and comments I have collected that cover each of
the themes presented throughout my literature review, however, the examples I will use
are those I feel best exemplify the myths of women in sport, and the relationship between
popular feminism and equally-visible popular misogyny in a branded media context.
As an illustrative example, ESPN posted an appreciation collage of Sue Bird for
being 39 years old and still continuing breaking records in her WNBA career. In ESPN’s
post from October 6th, 2020 (Figure A) we see multiple photos of Bird playing basketball
for the many teams on which she has been a member, while also holding her
championship trophies. Instead of acknowledging her accomplishments, individuals in
the comment section put her down and view her accomplishments as non-existent. As
seen in the comments (Figure B), individuals responded to this post saying, “stop shoving
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wnba down our throats, no one cares,” “WNBA isn’t a sport,” and “she sweeps the series
like she sweeps my floors.” In this case, the comments present on this post show that
men are asserting their dominance over women by responding through the use of popular
misogyny and exemplifies Eagleton’s (1991) idea of ideology representing shared ideas
of a specific group as well the oppositional views a group project. With sport being
defined as a masculine domain, it is clearly seen that men are the dominant group and
hold all social power. With women athletes being added to a once masculine dominant
culture presented in this post, men respond and react in ways present on this post to
reassure their dominant position and reclaim their power over women.
Another case of where we see a resurgence of these myths sport holds while
shaping women athletes today is present on espnW’s post on May 11th, 2020 (Figure C).
This is an interesting example that exhibits misogyny occurring on espnW, not just ESPN
posts. The posts consists of a screenshot of a Twitter post from Brenna Stewart, a
professional basketball player in the WNBA replying to Joe Budden who is an American
broadcaster, cultural critic, and former rapper. Budden Tweeted “Seattle deserves a
basketball team.” Stewart responds by saying “we have one,” as she plays for the
WNBA team Seattle Storm (the NBA, however, does not have a team in Seattle). The
comments under this post as seen in the next picture (Figure D) read, “I woulda replied to
her tweet ‘like I said, Seattle needs a basketball team,’” “no like a good team,” “sorry
Breanna we meant nba buddy,” and “girls basketball really is that much of a joke.”
Immediately we see men commenting on the posts to mark their dominance over women
in the sporting environment and showing the myth that sport is considered to be
masculine. In another comment (Figure E) on the same post, an ESPN fan writes,
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everybody, he meant an NBA team. In truth yes, Seattle does have a team but not
the team most people like to watch. As Dwight Schrute quotes about the NBA and
WNBA “one is a sport and one is a joke.” This is factual because the WNBA is
boring and makes no money and people like the NBA because they can dunk
unlike women.
The same commenter adds, “I’m pretty sure the greatest women’s basketball
player ever wouldn’t crack top 100 basketball players ever both genders.” Expressing
their dominance over women, we see that men still categorize sports as being masculine
and look down on women who play sports because they are simply not good enough in
their eyes. Women are always being compared to men and their athletic ability instead of
being accepted as talented athletes. With this comment present on espnW it is important
to recognize that misogyny also occurs on ESPN’s secondary spin-off brand espnW
targeted for women. This shows men hate women, even when women are confined to
‘their own secondary space’ and presupposes the idea that men hate seeing women
celebrated in the sporting environment all together. The myth that sport is considered to
be ‘a man’s world,’ shows Barthes’ (1957) understanding of myth “not defined by the
object of the message, but by the way the message is conveyed to others holds truth” (p.
261). With men commenting on both ESPN and espnW’s posts through the reaction of
misogyny, men then push this message and view onto women even when women appear
on a ‘secondary’ media platform. It causes women and men to believe they can never be
equally accepted into the sporting environment. It then produces and reconstructs what
Eagleton calls a dominant version of social reality as this myth is constantly being
reproduced through the comments.
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ESPN’s post on February 5th, 2020 (Figure F) celebrated National Girls and
Women in Sports Day with four pictures of professional athletes competing in different
sports. This is a day that should be celebrated to acknowledge the accomplishments
women as athletes have achieved over the years and represent and honour the progress as
well the continuing struggle women as athletes have gone through and are continuing to
go through to gain equality in sports. The comments (Figure G) present on this post
include, “men are superior,” “the only award they deserve is dishwasher of the year,”
“the only records they breaking are how fast they can clean my house,” and “nobody
cares.” This again shows men gaining their supremacy over women stating they are
higher in rank, status and quality compared to women and produces a narrative that
women can never be fully accepted in sports. The myth here is constantly being
redefined and reconstructed through the comments presented on these platforms to push
specific beliefs and ideas towards its viewers.
Bruce (2012) writes, “in the second decade of the twenty-first century, it appears
that it is increasingly accepted and valued for females to participate in sport,” but further
qualifies “what they do does not matter” (p. 131). This is noticeable in the above posts as
we see ESPN, a platform for men, recognize women in sports but the comments under
these posts manifest what they are doing does not matter. ESPN participates in the
popularization of women and their athletic accomplishments, but this is a superficial
exercise in branding that fails to challenge the ideologies sport holds. More than this, the
comments on ESPN’s content actually emboldens these myths and this is also
exemplified on the espnW account as well. Even when women are relegated to a
secondary separate space for them to be celebrated, men still see this brand for them and
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this is why misogyny shifts into this space. Banet Weiser (2018) states, “the
contemporary networked visibility of popular feminism, available across multiple media
platforms, has stimulated a reaction, mobilizing misogyny to compete for visibility within
these same mediated networks” (p. 4) and this is present throughout the comments quoted
above. This then “attracts other like-minded groups and individuals and it manifests in a
terrain of struggle, with competing demands for power,” (Banet-Weiser, 2018, p. 2) as
they are competing for visibility.
Wolter (2014), acknowledges that “espnW is a duplicitous initiative that sets up
consequences for how individuals view female fans” (p. 84). However, with the creation
of espnW as a separate platform in comparison to ESPN, the message being portrayed to
their followers is that women fans and athletes are different than men as athletes and fans
and this can affect how the broader public thinks about women participating in sport.
The problem here is that the implicit message ESPN is promoting is tied to how women
as a demographic view sport. Wolter (2014) argues, “if we concede that ESPN is “the
worldwide leader in sports,” then espnW is different than or simply not ‘the worldwide
leader in sports’ and women are not sports fans or athletes in the same way men are”
(Wolter, 2014, p. 85). This discourse surrounding espnW as being different or secondary
from the traditional ESPN platform, is seen through both Instagram accounts as they are
promoted as being two separate platforms, conveying separate messages. Fans and
followers of the brand then think women should not be a part of the sport environment
and compare them on a lesser scale compared to men, instead of equally accepting all
individuals who participate in sport and this is evident through the comments on their
posts.
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An example of this is present during the 2020 NBA and WNBA Championships.
In ESPN’s post from October 12th, 2020 (Figure H), we see Sue Bird, a professional
basketball player in the WNBA for the Seattle Storm as well Lebron James, a
professional basketball player in the NBA for the Los Angeles Lakers standing next to
each other both holding the championship trophies with their teams colour confetti on the
ground and the words “4th title in year 17” in the background. During this past NBA and
WNBA championship, both Bird and James each won their 4th championship title and
shared an impressive accomplishment in their careers as both just finished their 17th
season in their respective professional basketball leagues. Although this may seem like a
positive advancement in recognizing two talented athletes and adding women into the
equation, the comments present under this post do not follow suit. The comments from
fans of ESPN as seen in (Figure I and Figure J), state “yea Bron is iconic idk who that
chick is,” “not even a little bit iconic,” and “iconic if ppl know who that chick is, but we
don’t.” In this case, the fans present on the ESPN account only comment on how this
post is not iconic because Lebron is presented with Bird. With the post having a women
athlete present on a male dominated platform, ESPN, the comments show that women are
viewed as being ‘others’ and different in sport and this shows the paradox women face as
athletes. With the creation of espnW and most of the posts about women as athletes
being filtered to this secondary spin-off brand, individuals then view women in this way
and when they are presented on the real ESPN account they react through misogyny.
With men reacting through misogyny, “it deflects attention away from women and
toward men, and is then targeted actively against women” (Banet-Wesier, 2018, p. 4).
Through this myth, it shows “culture’s way of thinking about something, a way of
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conceptualizing or understanding it” (Fiske, 1990, p. 88) and this limits the progress
women have made in regard to representation as the attention is still present on men.
Even when women are relegated to the secondary space, reserving the main ESPN
for men, commenters hate seeing women celebrated in sport media in general. This
occurs with espnW’s May 25th, 2020 (Figure K) post, a photo of Breanna Stewart, an
American Professional Basketball player in the WNBA for the Seattle Storm showing off
her championship rings from her professional career as well college and Team USA
career. Instead of acknowledging her accomplishments and the 10 championship rings
she has received over her career, individuals in the comment section (Figure L) put her
down and comment on how easy they think this accomplishment is because she is a
women athlete. Commenters complain, “imagine playing pick-up and getting a ring
afterwards,” “who,” and “that’s why the wnba is THAT much of a joke.” The message
told to women as athletes then holds the idea of the paradox, as women are told they
should not be participating in sports and also holds the ideology that sport is for men and
men only. This idea builds off of Bourdieu’s (1993) concept of the habitus. With
misogynistic comments appearing on espnW, it can be linked to the reproduction of
social structures learned in childhood and continuing as one develops into an adult. This
behaviour is habitus and according to Bourdieu is very difficult to change. This is why
we see misogyny shifting into a space targeted for women.
ESPN’s post on February 24th, 2020 (Figure M) presents an edited picture of
Sabrina Ionescu wearing a crown and ESPN highlighting her as she was the first D-1
player to ever score 2000 points, have 1000 assists and have 1000 rebounds in a college
career. This is an amazing accomplishment and speaks to her talent. The comments
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(Figure N), however, read, “we don’t care,” “1k dishes cleaned,” “how many sandwiches
made,” and “did I ask.” Again, the myths women and sport face since their acceptance
into sport are still present, and this then shapes them as athletes, as they can never be
equally a part of the conversation. The paradox women as athletes face persists as they
are viewed as being not as good as men, secondary ‘others’ in sports, and the only way
they are able to exist is through their own platform for women only; however, through
my analysis it shows women cannot even exist separately as athletes to men. If women
athletes are still experiencing misogyny even when they are relegated to “their own
space,” how can they make any advancement in sport? This limits any progress they
have made in the sporting environment thus far.
An example that shows men and women sports are categorized as being separate
entities and can never be viewed together is present on ESPN’s post on July 21st, 2020
(Figure O). Here we see Alyssa Nakken’s first appearance in the MLB as she was the
first woman to coach in an on-field capacity during a major league game when she took
over as the San Francisco Giants first-base coach. Although this is a huge milestone in
the advancement for women in the sporting environment, ESPN followers comment
(Figure P), “jeez no wonder they aren’t any good,” “they really couldn’t find a better
option at 1st,” and “why is there a dishwasher on my feed.” This shows women can never
be combined with men, especially on the field as they are not equipped enough to train
men. Again, Bourdieu’s (1993) concept of the habitus can be linked, as women from
their early existence have been classified as being ‘other’ and secondary to men, and this
is taught from individuals’ early existence, as gender roles are expected. This myth is
constantly being reproduced through our society, as individuals are taught specific roles
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throughout their lives, and shows how myth “presuppose a signifying consciousness”
(Barthes, 1957, p. 262), one woman can never be fully accepted into in regard to sports.
Another example is posted on espnW’s account on September 27th, 2020 (Figure
Q) documenting the first game in NFL history featuring a women referee and women
coaches on each sideline. These three women present in the picture are Callie Brownson,
the Cleveland Brown’s Chief of Staff; Jennifer King, a Washington full-year coaching
intern; and Sarah Thomas, an NFL referee. This is a significant milestone for women in a
hyper-masculine men’s sport; however, the comments on the post fail to acknowledge
this advancement. The comments (Figure R and Figure S) bemoan, “well 2020 just got
worse,” “pretty sure the one on the left is a guy and lets be honest these are straight PR
moves,” “they chose the redskins browns game bc they knew nobody was watching.”
The popular feminism approach of ‘add women and stir’ is present and assumes that
“women are not part of the sports conversation that men live every day or the wonderful
world of sports already” (Wolter, 2014, p. 86). Through this distorted belief, Eagleton
(1991) notes that ideology promotes a specific idea that is constantly being reproduced
through the structure of society. With the comments on these posts, a distorted belief is
created and naturalizes women as athletes in this way. It is important to note that these
misogynistic comments are present on espnW’s Instagram account, suggesting that
popular misogyny actively seeks to enter the spaces of popular feminism.
However, even when we do see men posting about women as athletes the
dominant myths sport has are reconstructed to shape women athletes today. This is
present on ESPN’s post on April 17th, 2020 (Figure T), they show many professional
athletes and famous individuals, for example Lebron James, tweeting about the WNBA
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draft. With men posting about women in this way it seems like women are finally being
seen and recognized but the comments show the opposite. The comments (Figure U and
Figure V) protest “#FakeNews,” “NBA, WNBA. One is a sport, one is a joke,”
“Watching WNBA is like watching women’s high school basketball. Ain’t no one got
time for that.” This again exhibits the myth that men and women athletes can never be
combined and talked about together, because they are different, and the brand ESPN
shows this. Furthermore, the comment #FakeNews, initially embraced by Donald
Trump, resembles Trump’s role in emboldening misogyny. Banet-Weiser (2018) states,
“Trump’s misogynistic ways of not only characterizing but also treating women as a
means to an end (the end being the restoration of patriarchy) circulate in the economy of
visibility” (p. 176). Here, Trump’s misogynistic ways have been validated through
visibility, in this case through the comments such as #FakeNews. Women as athletes
then face limitations in sport, and these limitations are present through the misogynistic
comments as no progress is being made. Although they are becoming popularized in a
branded social media context, the reaction of misogyny limits their progress from making
any advancement in changing the dominant ideologies that have always existed. Women
are still shaped as being vulnerable subjects in sports and the more myths are embedded
into our societal fabric, the more they become accepted, normalized and naturalized
because “myth makes itself look neutral and innocent” (Barthes, 1957, p. 261). Through
the popularization of this topic, it makes it seem like women as athletes have come a long
way in sports; however, these myths are still present today and no progress has been
made.
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These comments exemplify how women who are athletes and sports fans are
perceived as a threat to men when they are presented on their masculine-dominated
platform. This supports Banet-Weiser (2018) suggestion that “despite the fact that
misogyny has long existed as a norm in policy, culture, and economics, and the political
realm, in the current moment there is an overt claim that masculinity, and more generally,
patriarchy, are under threat” (p. 35) With men classifying ESPN, including espnW as a
brand for “them,” it conversely uncovers the reaction of popular misogyny when women
are recognized on their ‘brand,’ and this is present on their Instagram account through the
comments on each post. Not only do men act this way on the real ESPN account, as
outlined throughout this analysis it is apparent that misogyny exists on espnW as well.
Banet-Weiser further suggests, “feminism threatens the status quo, but in the
contemporary moment of popular misogyny, this threat is countered with heightened
intensity and violence” (p. 145), thus men react in this way because they perceive women
as athletes as being a threat to a once purely masculine environment. Men hate seeing
women celebrated in sport media regardless of where it is visible and this is because they
see women as a threat that is changing the sporting environment.
A further example where men perceive women athletes as a threat is present on
espnW’s post on March 8th, 2020 (Figure W), a collage of women athletes to mark
International Women’s Day. Every year on this day women are represented for their
accomplishments in the movement for women’s rights and on espnW’s platform they are
representing women who are very talented athletes and manifest the idea that sport as
well the brand ESPN is accepting towards women. The comments on this post (Figure
X) question, “is there international men’s day?” and “when will be men’s day?” With
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men reacting in this way it perceives the idea that men are fearful that women are
changing ‘their’ sporting environment, and in order to gain their power back they respond
in violent ways that put women as athletes down.
Also, on ESPN’s post on July 7th, 2019 (Figure Y) we see a picture of five of the
USA women’s soccer team winning the World Cup Championship. The comments on
this post (Figure Z) read, “Who cares? They lost to the Dallas U15 boys,” and “what
about the men’s team? No love for them or what? Sure they lost to Mexico; not even
acknowledging either team SMH.” We see here an additional example of men feeling
threatened by the popularity and recognition of women on their platform. This also
shows what Banet-Weiser (2018) remarks, “for every confidence organization for girls,
there was yet another men’s rights organization claiming that men are the ‘real’ victims.”
(p. 2). With the threat of popular feminism, men feel in order to gain their power back
they must react in misogynistic ways in order to counter the momentum popular
feminism has made. In order to regain their confidence and power they must react
through the use of misogyny even if women are presented on separate platform such as
espnW. The popularization of women in sports is a threat to men regardless of media
context.
CONCLUSION
ESPN as a brand has certainly brought attention to women as athletes,
recognizing them through their media properties and creating content that was once
absent throughout their platforms and the broader sporting environment. However, this
should not be seen as a victory lap. My analysis demonstrates that there are still many
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problems and barriers that restrict women from making any advancements or progress in
sport today, as the gendered myths remain, or perhaps have even intensified.
According to Wolter (2014), “if sport still operates as a hegemonically masculine
institution, then women can never be taken seriously as the current conception of sport as
masculine is privileged” (p. 86) and this is visible throughout my case study of ESPN and
espnW. With ESPN being a platform for men and espnW being a secondary platform for
women, it shows that they should not be categorized and combined together; and yet
regardless of whether women appear on ESPN or are relegated to the secondary espnW,
sports fans react in a disturbing misogynistic way. Even though there are fewer photos of
women athletes presented on the ESPN account as a majority of photos that represent
women are filtered to the espnW account, misogyny is present on both platforms. Here,
popular misogyny exists not only when women appear on the real ESPN platform, but
when they are associated with sports regardless of media context. When women are
represented and confined to their own secondary space, misogyny shifts into this space,
and the deeper point revealed throughout this analysis is that men hate seeing women
celebrated in sport media and feel ownership of the ESPN brand, even its espnW spin-off.
Sports fans, particularly men, react in disturbing, misogynistic ways, as they feel
threatened that women are changing and challenging the sports demographic that was
once dominated by men. Clasen (2001) proposes, “no matter how women in sport were
approached, they were seen as a threat to male hegemony” (p. 37). Popular misogyny is
the backlash to popular feminism wherein those with power within patriarchy are
threatened by this and try to reclaim what they see as theirs. Men do this by posting
degrading comments on social media to show they still have power over women.
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We are then able to see the irony of the funhouse mirror that uncovers the reaction
of popular misogyny as women as athletes are always under the threat of breakdown and
destabilization no matter how much popularity, in the context of an economy of visibility,
they receive. Even when women as athletes are represented on a secondary platform for
them, men still respond through misogyny as they hate the existence that women are
celebrated and thus reclaims espnW as a platform for them as well. Moreover, on social
media in the contemporary era, misogyny also participates in the same economy of
visibility. This allows individuals to stimulate a reaction, one that competes against
women in order to be visible in this economy of visibility and because of this, it allows
the ideologies in sport to be reconstructed in a branded social media context.
As seen in the posts and comments collected, these myths are reconstructed to
shape women as athletes and we are not making enough advancement in breaking
barriers of sport. Merely popularizing women athletes does not make any advancement
for women to be fully accepted into sport and the misogynistic comments presented on
each post challenges their progress altogether. Although women have fought for
considerable progress in the sporting environment, and are better recognized and
popularized today, more is still needed to be done in order to change the ideologies sport
continues to hold.
Throughout my MRP, I examined commercial sports media, rather than
specifically focusing on sport itself. Here, I am talking about the barriers women face in
sports media by focusing on the media attention women receive and how women are
represented, rather than examining how sports themselves are organized through a gender
binary and who gets to participate in sports. With a focus on corporate sports media, it
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appears that the women’s sports which receive the most media attention also generate the
most comments and hatred. For example, when observing ESPN and espnW, I found
content related to the WNBA received more misogynistic comments. It is arguably
perceived more as a threat to men because, compared to other women’s sports, the
WNBA obtains more television attention with national broadcasts. By securing this
attention, I found that the closer women get to the men’s domain of corporate sports
media attention, the more hatred and misogyny they receive.
This topic is important to further research, especially for younger girls who desire
to participate in sport but are conflicted, as they are consistently seen as not belonging.
As outlined throughout this paper, we are still long ways away in equally accepting
women into sports and more is needed to be done in order to change the dominant myths
and ideologies sport carries or else no progress will be made. Nelson Mandala
rationalizes,
Sport has the power to change the world. It has the power to inspire. It has the
power to unite people in a way that little else does. It speaks to youth in a
language they understand. Sport can create hope where once there was only
despair. (cited in Laureus, 2012)
We must use this quote as inspiration to change the myths and ideologies historically and
presently visible of women in sport. We must transform sport into an activity for all and
reshape the environment to fully accept women, instead of depicting them as ‘others.’
Women as athletes should continue ‘playing like a girl,’ because it is who they are and
this is not something they should be ashamed of. Furthermore, sports should be viewed
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as a way to represent the qualities and accomplishments of athletes as a whole, instead of
focusing on the achievements of men and women separately.
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